
Strip Till.  Better.

The AGuru Machinery
yield-till® Row Unit:

One size does not fit all.

Heavy Duty and Super Duty Row Unit
Integrated Crop Residue
Management System
clean-cut™ row cleaner
          Front-side mounted row cleaner
          17 inch spike wheels
          Twin race deep V ball bearings in welded hub
          Mounted to same axle as center coulter

clean-cut™ center coulter
          Large 24 inch coulter, 18 inch depth band,
          3 inch running depth
          Dual, twin race heavy bearings in welded hub

Integrated Soil Tilth System
strip-keeper™ side coulters 
      15 inch, 18 inch, or 20 inch coulter options
      Twin race heavy bearing in welded hub
      Simple adjust: loosen one bolt,
      turn the spiral for depth
      Tool-less adjust for width and angle
      Air over hydraulic shock down force

posi-depth™ shank/knife
      Tall shank, for plenty of soil flow clearance
      under the shank beam
      Shank: bolts into shank beam,
      including shear bolt
          Shear bolt is in hardened shear sleeve,
          that tightens against shank
      Integrated shank handle
      Fabricated and welded point
      Extra strong spring pack, dual springs

Integrated Plant Food Availability –
Precision Nutrient Placement System
root zone placement with coulter tillage system
      Dry fertilizer tube places fertilizer forward
      between side tillage coulters,
      just behind center coulter
      Liquid tube option

root zone band with shank/knife tillage system
      Dry fertilizer tube places fertilizer behind shank,
      3” above point depth
      Liquid tube runs down back of shank

Integrated Seed Bed Conditions System
berm-builders
      18 inch, or 20 inch coulter options work with
      both shank and coulter tillage configurations
      Twin race heavy bearing in welded hub
      Simple adjust for depth
      Tool-less adjust for width and angle
      Mounted to strip-conditioner arms
      Air over hydraulic shock down force

Spider gang strip-conditioner
      4 – Super Duty and Heavy Duty – or 2 on Low Draft,
      reverse curved cast spider wheels
      Depth gauged at the gang, 12” - spring,
      14” fall, depth gauge wheels
      Air over hydraulic shock down force


